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0 of 1 review helpful Worth Reading By Book Raven This was a highly enjoyable fantasy romance Though things 
came a bit too easily for the main characters I found the world building and overall writing strong enough to make up 
for that and still give the book a five star rating I especially liked the contrast between the two main characters world 
outlooks and how these changed over the course of the story There was a lo In the port city of Fortaine two young girls 
acquire new families Four year old Eawynn the unwanted illegitimate daughter of an ambitious noble is dumped in the 
temple When she is old enough she will be initiated into its sisterhood of priestesses Meanwhile Matt the street urchin 
earns a crime lord rsquo s admiration so much so he adopts her as his daughter and heir to his underworld clan Nearly 
two decades later their paths cross when Ea About the Author Jane Fletcher is a GCLS award winning writer and has 
also been short listed for the Gaylactic Spectrum and Lambda Literary awards She is author of the standalone novel 
Wolfsbane Winter and two ongoing sets of fantasy romance novels 
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